
ACDelco 
PROFESSIONAL  
FILTERS 

*Parts only           SKU: 42-SS-0088-15E   

OIL FILTERS 

ACDelco’s cellulose media traps particles 1/3 the width of a human hair - and that is just the start of what 
makes ACDelco’s oil filters the standard in engine protection! 

 Outstanding filtering capabilities - 98% efficient at trapping micron particles larger than 30 microns 

 Dependable performance - ultra strong bonds keep filtering media in place  

― Thermal set seals on some filters and ultrasonic, thermally bonded welds on “E-Design” filters 

 Provides long-life strength and peace of mind 

― Designed for original equipment filter change intervals or synthetic                                                                  
oil drain intervals - whichever is longer 

 Coverage for 98% of vehicles on the road today 
 

FUEL FILTERS 

ACDelco Professional fuel filters help protect combustion systems from contaminants. 

 Thoroughly tested for fit, form and function 

 Maximum efficiency and superior performance 

 New and improved Duramax Diesel fuel filters now available! 
 

AIR FILTERS 

ACDelco Professional air filters are the ideal replacement for worn original equipment parts. 

 Excellent filter capacity, efficiency and flow management for superior performance 

 Tight seals to prevent unfiltered air from entering the                                                                                          
combustion chamber 

 

CABIN AIR FILTERS  

ACDelco Professional cabin air filters keep bacteria and mold from growing inside the vehicle’s ventilation 
system, keeping the vehicle odorless. 

 High quality filtration media prevents most airborne allergens                                                                                                    
and particles from entering the vehicle’s cabin area 

 

TRANSMISSION FILTERS 

ACDelco Professional transmission filters give long-term protection from harmful contaminants.    

 Available as easy-to-use kits with the required O-rings, gaskets                                                                                 
and hardware (as appropriate per style) 

 Delivers high filtration efficiency and outstanding fluid flow  

 There’s no better way to keep your vehicle running at peak performance than with ACDelco                                 
Professional Filters.  With parts to fit the most popular makes and models,                                                  

ACDelco is a name you can trust with the quality you expect.  

ACDelco Professional filters are also backed by a 12-month/12,000-mile warranty.* 


